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Wits University shines in global academic rankings

Wits University has achieved remarkable improvement in its position in the
prestigious Times Higher Education (THE) World University Rankings 2016-2017,
announced on 21 September 2016.

Higher education in turmoil

At the time of writing, Wits University
has reopened after an almost two-
week shutdown.

Latest statement from Adam Habib

Training the “lab assistants”

Expert animal trainer Shannon McKay
(BSc Hons 2011, MSc 2014) trained
the dogs that were used in Wits
research into puffadders’ chemical
camouflage.

Does a snake smell? 
It depends…

Zoologist Ashadee Miller (BSc 2007;
BSc Hons 2008, MSc 2016) was part
of a team that conducted research into
the chemical camouflage of snakes.

How should science teaching
change?

This was the question at a recent
Science Faculty symposium.

The energy industry is
gaining two exceptional
Witsie engineers 

Speed dating the civil
(eng) way: a mentoring
meet-up

Alumni achievers 

Help for Wits postgraduates

IBM research lab: big data, cloud computing  
and mobile tech

Tshimologong high-tech precinct

Telkom Chair in Digital Business:  
a first for Africa

Evolution of the human brain

New Madala boson: understanding  
Dark Matter

Antelope and thorn tree evolution

Yvonne Mokgoro: role of civil society

NRF award winners

Professor Lucy Allais inaugural lecture: 
the nature of free will

A cure for cancer by 2020?

Dikgang Moseneke talks about quality  
education  and social inequality

HIV and pain: soldiering on

Geoscience Alumni Reunion  
& ROCSOC Dinner 
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This is what we can achieve together

 

Get your Wits Alumni
news with our app 
Get the new Wits Alumni
Communicator app for mobile
phones and stay in touch with Wits
news, events and resources.

The Academic Citizen
podcasts 
Alumni who are interested in
keeping up with higher education
issues can explore The Academic
Citizen. READ MORE

An archive of excellence 
Did you know that you can watch
and listen to illustrious Wits alumni
Aaron Klug, Sydney Brenner and
Denise Scott Brown on Web of
Stories?

This is a website which acts as “an
archive of stories from people who
have influenced our world”. Its motto: a
story lives forever. Eminent scientists,
writers, artists – and even boxers –
talk about their lives

LIVE webcam of the Wits Great Hall Piazza and Library Lawns 
Click here to install the webcam app – only for computers/laptops.

Click on the Anonymous tick box and Login. You may need to restart your browser before
the viewer will be activated. Works best with Internet Explorer. The webcam may not
work in Chrome for some.

Book a hotel using your Wits Discount and instantly save 10-55% on hotels
worldwide. Use password "Kudos" to unlock savings at HotelStorm.

WebMentoring Platform 
A platform for Wits alumni to share their knowledge,
experience, ideas, and expertise with each other in
a one-on-one mentoring relationship online.

Join the world of mentoring now

DONATE TO THE WITS ANNUAL FUND
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